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Abstract—This paper deals with a new method for controlling
kinematically articulated systems. Unlike traditional approaches,
we pose the problem in a new distance space. We propose a
novel distance-based formalization of kinematic control, and an
optimization method for solving a set of classical for motion
adaptation and inverse kinematics problems. The originality of
the method lies also in the possibility to introduce distance
constraints with priorities. The approach is validated by a set of
experiments using several classical kinematic operations applied
to motion control of articulated figures, and compared to other
approaches by means of stability, convergence and performance
issues.
Index Terms—Character Animation, Kinematic, Inverse kinematic, Motion editing, Geometrical constraints

introduced by a set of tasks between which priorities must
be expressed.
In our approach, our aim is to characterize a posture not
by q, but by a set of distances. In this case, the motion of
an articulated system is driven by the specification of distance
relationships between points of the system. By characterizing
motion in the distance space, the skeleton chain is represented
by a vector w describing a set of positions associated with
these distances. Considering n joints associated with m distances, we can express the problem of direct kinematic with
a new function h : Rm → R3n :
x = h(w).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traditionally, a character’s animation is represented by a
series of skeletons over time. A skeleton is a hierarchy of
joints between which distances are fixed. In inverse kinematics
problem, the aim is to move an effector (typically the end of
the chain) to a point x. The animated chain is represented by
a vector q of positions and orientations of the joints which
describes the skeleton. In a direct kinematic problem, for a
chain with n joints, we define the function f : SO(3)n → R3n
such that :
x = f (q).
(1)
Inversely, in a problem of inverse kinematic, we obtain :
q = f −1 (x),

(2)

where f is the set of transformations to apply to the chain q to
move the effector to bmx. We note some observations about
the classic inverse kiniematic :
• the expression of the task is given by the definition of a
point x in the space to reach ;
• the previous equation 2 is highly non linear ;
• the systems are generally redundant in relation to the
problem to be solved. Indeed, the number of constraints is
often considerably lower than the number of unknowns ;
• although treated and solved in the literature, inverse
kinematics is limited concerning its resolution in the
case of multiple effectors. As stated, the problem reaches
limits in terms of complexity to satisfy several target
constraints. Thus, to be accomplished, the task is rarely
expressed in a global way on the whole skeleton but rather

(3)

Inversely, in a problem of inverse kinematic, we use the
notation :
w = h−1 (x).
(4)
Advantages of the method. As the traditional inverse
kinematic, the formulated problem is highly non linear. Our
approach will therefore be a variational approach. However,
the advantage of the proposed formulation is related to the
manner of defining tasks through distances. We will see
through a set of tests that this new way of expressing tasks
greatly simplifies the work dedicated to animation control,
notably by providing an implicit specification of contacts (in
opposition to an explicit spatial definition of contact zones).
The latest studies in this domain [HK09], [HKT10], shows
the interest of the community for this problem. Moreover, our
system allows to animate all of the skeleton in an unified way,
so the the resolution of one or more tasks simultaneously is
simple. Finally, we will see that through a decoupling of the
invariant information (distances which represent fixed lengths
of the skeleton segments) and the information which change
over time (the other distances), we give priorities between
constraints and thus give a style to the animation.
Outline of this paper. First, we define the problem from
the expression of the distances (section 3). In this context,
a skeleton is characterized by a set of points, each point
expressing itself in relation to the others in terms of distances.
Then, we propose a method to solve the problem of direct
kinematic and highlight how with this spatial representation of
the skeleton, we formulate the problem of inverse kinematic
(sections 4 et 5). Finally, we propose a set of tests to validate
our method (section 6).

II. R ELATED WORK
Inverse kinematic and applications Inverse kinematic
techniques have been widely studied in recent decades,
in a graphic context [Wel93], [ZB94] but especially
robotic [WE84], [NH86]. These methods give rise to powerful
tools, both to generate new motions, and also as components
of more specific methods: adaptation of motions to new
constraints [Gle98], [CK00], [MBBT00], [KMA05], [CB06],
[HRE∗ 08], reconstitution of postures based on virtual markers [JiCVGHP10], [HSP11], or the reconstruction of motions
partially acquired from capture methods [GMHP04], [AL11].
The best known approaches have been the subject of comparative studies as part of the reconstruction of different classes
of movement [UPBS08].
However, the difficulty to constraint this kind of problem and the redundancy of the considered articulated chain
(due to the hierarchical imbrication of several joints), implies the use of secondary tasks which over-constraint the
problem [BMT96], [YN03], [BB04], [SK05]. Among these
constraints, we can note the angular limits [CMA01], the
control of the balance of the character [BMT96]. Recent
studies focused on the imbrication of several levels of constraints [BB04], [CB06], [SK05] using priority levels. Here,
the difficulty is to propose a system which couples some
antagonist tasks without having a priori ideas on the global
realization of the instructions.
From the point of view of the resolution of the inverse
problem, most of the time, the existing algorithms are based
on a descent of gradient exploiting an inversion of a Jacobian
numerically evaluated. One of the most effective methods
consists in calculating the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse matrix associated with a dumping function [Mac90]. However,
there are several alternatives to this operation: sensorimotor
approaches [GM94], probabilistic approaches [GMHP04]
or Bayesian inference [CA08]. Note also the possibility of
using information collected from movements captured used as
reference poses in the processes of optimisation [GMHP04],
[CBT07], [TWC∗ 09], [RB09]. These approaches do not work
directly in the space of the poses but rather in latent spaces
(obtained by methods as the principal components analysis),
which induces an over-constrained problem and gives in an
implicit way the correlations which can exist between certain
articulations. Note here that in the proposed method, the use of
reference poses, defined as a set of distances to be respected,
plays a similar role to these given-based approaches.
Other methods propose to solve the problem of inverse
kinematics by using, not the space of orientations but that
of positions (Euclidean space). Thus, the FABRIK [AL11]
method proposes a new algorithm of inverse kinematics, by
traversing the chain forwards and backwards in a finite number
of iterations. The main interest of this approach lies in the
possibility of controlling multi-effector systems but also in
its speed of execution. This method, which is expressed as a
sequence of local geometric constructions, does not guarantee
the optimality of the solution obtained.

In the method called ”Particle IK Solver” citehecker08,
the character is represented by a set of 3D particles (joint
positions). The proposed method is a method of iterative
resolution under constraints, which is based on a set of ad
hoc preconditions and operates in two distinct phases applied
successively to the different parts of the body to be animated.
This problem decomposition allows local control and provides
flexible and customizable solutions that preserve the style of
movement. Ho et al [HKT10] are also interested in a skeleton
and mesh representation in the form of a point cloud. But contrary to the two previous approaches, the problem of adaptation
of movement (in particular morphological adaptation) is formalised as a global problem of spatio-temporal optimisation.
The position variations are calculated from the minimization of
a sum of energy quantities (deformation, acceleration, energy
stress). Finally, a new IK resolution method, based on distance
constraints is proposed in robotics [HR06]. This geometric
method consists in parameterizing the system by inter-joints
distances, and in reformulating the problem from the resolution
of a system of linear inequalities.
Similar to previous approaches, our method represents the
animated character from a set of Cartesian positions. As
in [AL11] and [HR06], our method allows to manage multiple
effectors and graph with cycles. However, our method differs
essentially in the IK resolution method. It is an iterative,
global, and non-linear optimization process. A set of distances
(intra-skeleton and distances to the environment) is separated
into two distinct subsets of constraints (primary and secondary) that are directly exploited in the optimization process.
In addition, secondary constraints are projected into the kernel
of the main task, which is an interesting contribution of the
method.
Distances, topologies The originality of our method is
based on the use of distance information as a relevant representation space from the point of view of the definition of inverse
kinematics tasks. This formulation is inspired by existing work
in the field of computational biology, and more particularly
in the calculation of molecular conformations [Hav98]. In
this context, only the information of distances between the
different atoms of the molecules is known (in particular thanks
to magnetic resonance techniques). This information allows to
deduce the global topology of the molecule. Many methods
exist. Either, they are based on a progressive construction of
the molecule [DW03], or on operational research methods such
as separation and evaluation [MLLT10]. A recent state of the
art of these methods is given in [LLMM10]. Note here that we
differentiate our study from these studies through the use of a
human skeleton, where the number of rigid distances between
two joints is much less than the number of couples of joints.
In these studies, the general trend is rather reversed in the case
of molecules (highly over-constrained problem), this requires
more complex optimization procedures integrating uncertainty
on distance knowledge.
Geometrical Methods Other approaches, such as spectral
analysis of the metric matrix of the point cloud [SS85], are
used to determine the coordinates of the points. However, this

method requires knowledge of all the exact distances (respect
for triangular inequalities). Finally, the methods introduced
in the field of computer-aided design propose solving sytems
with geometric constraints such as the distances between two
points or the angle between two vectors. The resolution of
such systems has given rise to several methods presented by
Jermann et al [JMS07]. We note that those using gradient
descents (Newton, by homotopy), have the advantages of being
fast and give approximate results in the absence of a solution.
III. K INEMATIC DRIVEN BY DISTANCES : FORMALIZATION
A. Distance definitions
Our study focuses on the animation of a skeleton in the
metric space. Each joint is geometrically represented by a
point in R3 . By using distances, we want to describe the ’gap’
of a joint with the others joints of the skeleton or with points
of the space. More precisely, a skeleton is represented by a
graph G = (V , E, d) where V is the set of points (center of
joints), E the set of edges which link the points of V and d
the set of distances of V × V → R+ . We note that dij is the
Euclidean distance between the point xi and the point xj , for
all (xi , xj ) ∈ E. We define the spatial structure of this graph
by the set of equations :
∀(xi , xj ) ∈ E, kxi − xj k = dij ,

(5)

where k.k is the Euclidean norm. To simplify the notation, we
will use in the remain of the paper indifferently the notation
−−→
xi to represent the point of V or the vector Oxi .
Our problem can be formulated as follows : from a sufficient
set of distances, the aim is to find the positions of the points
(and therefore joints) in the space R3 .
Each point of V is potentially associated with a number
of distances, which depends of the topology of the graph at
this point. Note that to infer a point xi in the space, it is
sufficient to dispose of four known points which are distinct
two by two, associated with their respective distances with the
point xi . This means that in some cases we can simplify the
problem posed in equation (5).
Numerically, solve such equations is hard. As we saw
before, there are several methods. The methods using a spectral
approach respond well at this problem but are practical only
when all distances are known and accurate (respect of triangular inequalities). We choose to use optimization methods that
enable to have close results in the cases where the distances
are not accurate, or to reduce the space of solutions if all of
distances are not known.
B. Formulation par un problme de minimisation
To solve the previous problem using optimization methods,
we reformulate the equation (5) by a minimization problem of
energy W such that :
X
W = arg min
(kxi − xj k2 − d2ij )2 ,
(6)
X

E

where X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) is the vector of unknown to
determine, with n = |V | and m = |E|.

Note that in the equation (6), we perform a quadratic
penalization of the error. The advantage is to guarantee a
positive error for each equation, which implies that several
errors can not cancel each other. This point improve the
stability of our algorithm.
We note also that the equation (6) is a system of equation
non linear.
We will call in the remain of this paper constraints, the
rules that the system has to follow We will call in the following article constraints, the rules that must satisfy feasible
solutions of the problem. Among these rules, the preservation
of distance 5 (constraint of distance) or the equality between
a point and an other (g(x) = xT ). Apply to a skeleton, the
aim of the problem is to associate for each joint a sufficient
count of constraints.
In order to describe more precisely the optimization method,
we discuss in the next section only about the distance constraints concerning the points {x1 , ..., xn }. These constraints
can be written by a system of equations F of m objectives
functions where each function takes equal distance between
two points xi and xj as :
fij (xi , xj ) = (kxi − xj k2 − d2ij )2 = 0.

(7)

Thus, we want to solve the system of equations F (X) = 0,
where F = (f11 , ..., f1n , ..., fmn )T is the vector of objectives
functions and X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn )T is the vector of unknown
variable.
IV. M ETHODS OF OPTIMIZATION DEDICATED TO THE
RESOLUTION OF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS

The system of equations being not linear so we use a
gradient descent approach as the Newton method. This method
has the advantage to be fast and sufficient stable for our
problem. Indeed, this technique introduce small change from
a posture to another between each iteration of the algorithm.
This is an advantage to produce animation which requires a
temporal continuity. Newton’s formula applied to our problem
is written:
Xk+1 = Xk − JF (Xk )−1 F (Xk ),

(8)

where Xk is the vector X obtained at the iteration of the
optimization k and JF (Xk ) is the Jacobian matrix of F (Xk )
for the point Xk .
The Jacobian matrix J stacks the partial derivatives of all
constraints of the problem F . The size of J is m × n (m × n
constraints for n × 3 unknown) :

 ∂f11
1n
. . . ∂f
∂x1
∂xn

..  .
..
(9)
J (x1 , . . . , xn ) =  ...
.
. 
∂fm1
∂x1

∂f

∂f

∂f

∂f

...

∂fmn
∂xn

with ∂xijj = ( ∂xijj ∂yijj ∂zijj )T , xj , yj and zj being the
coordinates of the point xj .
We note that the previous equation gives us a general
definition of the problem and hat it does not necessarily lead
to a number of functions equal to the number of unknown

variables. Indeed, the size of the system depends on the number of constraints given by the user. So we can obtain underdetermined problems similar to standard inverse kinematics,
with more unknowns than constraints to respect. In contrast,
our method simply adds distance constraints reducing the
space of solution, until obtaining over-constrained problems
(more constraints than unknowns) . Mathematically, these
situations lead to Jacobian matrices that are not necessarily
square , or of full rank . We use the pseudo-inverse matrix (or
inverse of Moore-Penrose ) J + which is a generalization of
the inverse matrix characterizing any matrix m × n(m > n)
such that J + = (J T J )−1 J T . The calculation of the pseudoinverse is performed by the method of singular values decomposition ( SVD ), and the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix
is performed through the analytical expression of the gradient
of the distance constraint between two points. So for a matrix
element J evaluated at points xi and xj in R3 , the gradient
is written:
∂fij
(xi , xj ) = −4.(xi − xj ).fij (xi , xj )
∂xj

(10)

V. M OTION ADAPTATION AND INVERSE KINEMATIC
To solve problems of pure inverse kinematics, the model
described above is fully satisfactory. If we consider an articulated chain fixed at one end, knowing the initial posture and a
target to be reached by the other end, it is enough to give the
system the constraints of distance between the adjacent joints
of the skeleton.
The problem thus formulated allows us to replay a movement or to solve the inverse kinematics by minimizing iteratively at each key position of the animation the various
constraints of distance. In order to adapt a movement, it
is necessary to introduce new concepts and improve the
previous optimization method. We can differentiate two types
of distance constraints (figure reffig:constraintsHardSoft):
• Hard constraints: these are the constraints that must
be imperatively respected. For example, they may be
invariant distances over time which are the distances
between adjacent joints in the skeletal hierarchy. They
correspond to the segments. These are also the target
constraints of inverse kinematics, such as the contact of
a foot with the ground represented by a zero distance
between the foot and a plane. For these constraints the
functions must be null at the end of the iteration of the
optimization loop.
• Soft constraints: these are the other distances in the
graph. In the context of direct kinematics, they change
over time and characterize the animation.
The introduction of these constraints is motivated by the
need to give priority to certain constraints over others. In
the context of motion adaptation, we rely on a reference
motion calculated in the space of distances to which we
add a task via hard constraints. This induces a conflict between the constraints: the length of the segments as well
as the task added are constraints to be satisfied in priority

x3
x2

x4
x1
Fig. 1. The dotted segments represent the soft distance constraints while the
other segments represent the hard distance constraints.

(hard constraints), whereas the distances which characterize
the spatial positioning of the joints of the reference posture
constitute properties, that we want to preserve at best (soft constraints). Thus, the system defined is finally over-constrained.
We therefore propose a modification of the Newton algorithm
which consists in adding a secondary task (soft constraints)
which is projected in the solutions space of the main task
(hard constraints). Similarly to the formulation proposed by
Boulic et al [CB06], this allows incorporating hard and soft
constraints into the same algorithm, by taking account of the
priorities between constraints. Our algorithm becomes:
Xk+1 = Xk − J0+ F (Xk ) + (I − J0+ J0 )J1+ G(Xk )

(11)

whre Xk is the vector of positions of joints to determined. To
simplify the notations, JF+0 (Xk ) and JF+1 (Xk ) are written J0+
and J1+ . F (Xk ) and G(Xk ) respectively represent the objective functions associated with hard and soft constraints, and
J0+ and J1+ are the pseudo-inverse of the associated Jacobians.
(I − J0+ J0 ) is an operator of projection that guaranteesthe
realization of G(Xk ) will not affect the realization of F (Xk ).
VI. R ESULTS
In order to validate our method, we test it on several case
studies. Thus, we highlight the convergence of the method and
the importance of defining the tasks to be accomplished. First
of all we are interested in the task of motion tracking which
has for objective to replay an animation. In a second step,
we experiment our method on inverse kinematic situations,
notably by comparing the results with those obtained by a
traditional kinematic method. Finally we test our method on a
motion adaptation experiment. Our tests are all performed in
real time (10 frames per second for the slowest animation).
They are performed by a single process with a processor
running at 2.3 GHz. We tested and used two mathematical
libraries ( [Dav06]), [GJ∗ 10]) to validate our results.
A. Replay
In order to validate the ability of our method to calculate
an animation in distance space, our first test is an example of
replay, which represents the reproduction of a S source motion
(captured data) to a C target motion for identical skeletons. We
define four points two by two distinct in 3d space (canonical

basis and origin). For each time step, after calculating the
joint positions of S, we extract for each skeletal joint S the
distances with these four points. Finally we incorporate these
distances into our system. More precisely, for a skeleton with n
joints, we define a problem of 4n constraints for 3n unknown.
Our test is performed on a walking motion stored in bvh format
from the CMU database.
In order to validate our method, we evaluate the convergence
of the algorithm, and we show (figure 3) the real-time followup of the target animation. The figure 2 clearly shows the
success of convergence. More precisely, we can deduce that
the minimization of errors for each constraint at the end of
10 iterations is equal to zero (remember that the minimization
was squared). This results correspond to zero distance between
the joints of S and C, and visually by an identical follow-up
of the animation C on S (figure 3).

problem is: we give to the system the 9 constraints specific
to the articulated chain plus 2 constraints: the distances
between bme1 and bmc and between bme2 and bmp are
zero. The question here is to highlight the good respect of
the constraints (11 constraints for 3 × 10 unknown).

Fig. 4. Illustration of the articulated arm test. The added constraints are
illustrated by the red spheres.

Fig. 2. Convergence results by Newton iteration (transition from the reference
pose to the first pose of the movement)

Fig. 3. Illustration of motion reproduction by tracking. Left figure: reference
posture (left), initial posture (right). Right figure: the reference movement
(left) and the calculated movement (right).

This experiment also shows the robustness of the method:
indeed, as illustrated in figure 3, the optimization algorithm
can adapt to large variations in initial values (posture very
different from the reference posture). Character animation has
the advantage of having a reference pause (bind pose) that
introduces an initial vector into the iteration of Newton already
very close to the solution.
B. Inverse kinematic
1) Rich a target with an articulated chain: Our second test
(figure 4) concerns a simple example of inverse kinematics.
The goal is that the extremity of an articulated chain bme1
reaches a target bmc, the other extremity bme2 being attached
to another point bmp. For this experiment, we construct
an articulated chain consisting of 10 joints, each of them
spaced with the same distance from the adjacent joint. The

The results show first the success of the experiment with
constraints respected (the error is zero after 18 iterations).
Beyond the respect of these constraints, the experience shows
that our method is able, illustrated on a simple example, to
solve the same tasks as those solved by the traditional inverse
kinematics.
However, our method has the disadvantage of being slower
than standard inverse kinematics methods. Indeed, as illustrated in the figure 5, we compared the average calculation
times of an iteration relatively to the number of articulations of
a chain for our method and for the standard inverse kinematics.
The time differences between the methods are explained by
the fact that our remote based on the Jacobian matrix presents
with this implementation, a dimension higher than the classical
Jacobian matrix (orientation based. This results induce a longer
inversion calculation time. Note however that our matrix
is strongly sparse and that we can plan, to accelerate the
inversion of this type of matrix, to use methods such as the
one proposed by M. Berry [Ber92]. The acceleration of our
method in this context is implemented and discussed in the
section 6.3. Also note some irregularities in the distance-based
curve, due to variations in processor load.
In the case of standard inverse kinematics, singularity problems lead to the use of a damping matrix. The results obtained
are highly dependent on the correct estimation of the coefficients in this matrix. It is interesting to note that our method
gives a regular configuration of the chain without damping
parameter (see figure 6). This is explained by the fact that the
minimization is calculated in the space of distances, which is
equivalent to expressing variations across the Jacobian along
the axis between two constrained points, unlike the standard
inverse kinematics which applies these variations on the 3 axes
of rotation of each joint.
2) Application of the contact between a hand and a sphere:
Through this experience, we want to highlight the method’s

time for one iteration

calculation of the time of an iteration
related to the number of articlulations

number of joints

Fig. 5. Average calculation time of an iteration relatively to the number of
joints for distance-based methods (in green) and traditional inverse kinematics
methods (in red).

ton including detailed hands. Starting from a key reference
posture, the objective is to bring all the joints of the right
hand to touch the sphere placed in the 3D scene. Beyond the
lengths of the segments, we considered hard constraints that
express the task through the contacts between the 26 joints of
the hand and the sphere. Thus, any articulation of the hand in
contact with the sphere leads to a distance constraint that is
expressed as an objective function of the same type as (7).
This example shows the advantage of incorporating priorities between constraints, through hard and soft constraints
(secondary tasks). Without priorities between constraints, the
problem is over-constraint, with the risk that there will be no
solution. It is thus possible, by adding or removing constraints,
to influence the solutions to the inversion problem. If, for
example, the secondary task is removed, it gives the system
more latitude to reach the target, but can lead to a potentially
unrealistic hand posture.

Fig. 6. Illustration for two identical chain. Bottom: calculated by the standard
inverse kinematics with an arbitrary damping factor. Above: calculated by our
method.

ability to simply express tasks in the form of distances, as
well as to implicitly manage a large number of constraints
associated with a certain level of priority.
With traditional inverse kinematics, it is also possible to
specify complex tasks in the form of multiple goals to be
achieved, characterized by geometric constraints of different
kinds [PZB90]. This type of approach can be broken down
into two phases:
•
•

First, the constraints must be converted into goals to be
achieved,
then to solve the inverse kinematic in the angular coordinate space.

Our method does not need the conversion phase. It allows
to specify the task directly in the form of a set of properties
to respect. These properties are implicitly integrated in the
Jacobian matrix, and the optimization algorithm seeks to find
a convergent solution in the Cartesian coordinate space.
To illustrate this approach, we implemented an experiment
(see figure 7) involving the right hand of a skeleton that
reaches a sphere. This action is defined from the simple
specification of a set of distances, without knowing precisely
the points to reach. The experiment is performed with a skele-

Fig. 7. Sphre atteindre avec la main droite. A gauche la pose de rfrence. A
droite le mouvement compos.

C. Motion edition (target to be reached during walking)
Here we highlight the method’s ability to modify original
movements, by introducing additional tasks. We also show
two phases in the animation process. The first concerns the
achievement of the objective (positioning of a constraint), the
second the relaxation of the constraint which is accompanied
by the return of the skeleton towards the initial posture.
This experimentation raises the problem of competition between tasks, which requires priority management between
constraints.
For this example, we use the same walking motion as in
the motion tracking experiment. During his walk, we give as

Fig. 8. Illustration de l’adaptation de mouvement. A droite le mouvement
rfrence, gauche le nouveau mouvement.

directive to the character to reach successively by the right
hand, the left hand and again the right targets that are on his
way. Using the same constraints as in the first experiment,
we consider the segment lengths as hard constraints and
the others as soft constraints (secondary task). The objective
of reaching targets during animation is expressed by the
temporary addition of hard constraints that take priority over
the secondary task.
The figure 9 highlights the conflict between the constraints
through an increase in the error of the secondary task. this
happens when the targets are reached and the good respect of
the hard constraints throughout the animation.
Error over time

leads to a slower convergence. Moreover, over-constraining
the problem leads to the possibility of no solution and can
therefore lead to a non-continuity between two iterations.
Finally, we added a parameter to Newton’s iteration to
limit the involvement of the secondary task at the end of the
iteration, the secondary task thus serving as a guide towards
a solution during the iteration.
Performance The soft constraints are all expressed in
relation to four static reference points (which are not part
of the unknown vector), which also means that there is no
dependence between the three coordinates of a point with all
the other coordinates of the unknown vector. This induces that
our Jacobian matrix of soft constraints is a diagonal matrix
by blocks. However the inverse of such matrix is a diagonal
matrix by blocks of the inverses of the blocks. We can thus
simplify and finally accelerate the inversion speed of our jacobian by calculating independently the pseudo-inverts of each
sub-matrix. If bmxa , bmxb , bmxc and bmxd are the reference
points and bmxi is an unknown point to be determined based
on these four reference points, the expression of the Jacobian
becomes:

J1
0

J (x1 , . . . , xn ) =  .
 ..

0
J2
..
.

...
...
..
.

0
0
..
.

0

0

...

Jn




,


(12)

avec les matrices diagonales (4 × 3)


fia (xi , xa )(xi − xa )T
 fib (xi , xb )(xi − xb )T 

Ji (xi , xa , xb , xc , xd ) = 4 
 fic (xi , xc )(xi − xc )T  . (13)
fid (xi , xd )(xi − xd )T

Error (sum of fi (x))

This optimization allows us to obtain significant results: for
31 points to be determined (93 unknown) associated with 124
(4×31) soft constraints and 30 hard constraints, we obtain a
rate of 110 frames per second in the optimized case for 51
frames per second in the non-optimized case.

time

Fig. 9. Evolution of the errors of the main and secondary tasks during the
animation. In blue, the error generated by the main task. In red, the one for
the secondary task.

Numerical stability First, it is important to note that, contrary to the standard inverse kinematics where the orientation
of a joint is dependent on all the parent joints, working on
a cloud of points makes it possible to express a point in
relation to two neighbours in the simplest case and rarely to
more than four or five points for a skeleton (six for a regular
mesh). This implies a very low dependence between the points
and therefore a more local and more specific distribution
of the error related to the objective function. This makes
our algorithm more stable. Note, however, that this method

D. Application to a graph with cycles
The last experiment proposes to extend the solution to larger
problems such as graphs containing cycles. For this category
of applications we used a graph consisting of twenty vertices,
which corresponds to twenty hard distances corresponding to
the segments between adjacent vertices. We also added two
hard distances representing the contact between two targets
and two vertices of our graph. Finally, we contrasted two
experiments with and without soft constraints in order to
visualize the importance of these in the spatial deformation
of our graph. As illustrated by the figure 10, the method
works well for cycle graphs and allows us to contrast the
results with and without soft constraints. This demonstration
highlights the fact that through the manner of defining soft
constraints, in addition to guaranteeing reference states during
the manipulation, it is possible for us to give a style to the
deformation of the chain. In particular it is possible to define
a style relative to the rigidity of the structure considered.

[BMT96]

Fig. 10. Application to a cycle graph. Without soft constraint (left figure)
and with soft constraints (right figure) : these constraints are represented by
the blue dotted lines

VII. D ISCUSSION ET PERSPECTIVES
The results obtained demonstrate the ability of the distancebased method to solve kinematic motion control problems.
This for diverse tasks from simple tracking of motion captured
to solving reverse kinematics problems and modifying motion.
The originality of the method lies essentially in the possibility
of defining tasks in the form of a set of geometric constraints
that express in a simple and relevant way the function to
be performed (for example adapting the hand to the object
to be grasped). These constraints are expressed in particular
in the form of distances which characterize the proximity of
the points of the skeleton (distances between joints), or from
effectors to effectors or to other points of the environment.
Thus, the formulation of the motion control that we propose
makes it possible to implicitly take into account a set of
constraints (including those related to the task). Incorporating
these constraints into optimization methods provides optimal
and consistent solutions that are relatively robust with regard
to initial conditions and tasks. The general method is extended,
in order to separate the contribution of hard distances (main
task) and soft distances (secondary task), allowing to introduce
a form of priority between constraints. In addition, projecting
the solutions of the secondary task onto the kernel of the main
task ensures that the main task is respected while reducing the
space of the solutions.
The method easily performs motion adaptation tasks from
captured data. However, limitations of the method are observed
when the specified constraints are too different from those of
the original motion, which can lead to a non-convergence of
the algorithm, or even to instabilities. The method presented
does not deal with the temporal aspects of animations either.
Significant improvements would be possible by coupling to
spatial functions temporal functions modelling joint synergies[AJG09]. The method could also be extended to handle
point clouds from meshes or captured data.
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